A TIMELY UPDATE
Current And Topical Issues Affecting Commercial IP Matters

Trade Marks ↔ Domains ↔ Company Names
The Worst Nightmare Materialised
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Process Africa (Pty) Limited. While
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as time went by, the relationship
soured.
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registrations,

trade

mark

being made without your approval.

conducted of the relevant Registries.

registrations and domains are all

As such, we strongly recommend

Depending

regulated in separate, independent

two

defensive

appropriate steps may be available

registries. Holding only one of these

registrations are filed to protect your

to you to have these obstacles

is simply not good enough to

position; and (ii) if your suspicions

removed.
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are

Inadequate Attention To
Regulations Is A Recipe For
Disaster
Both manufacturers and retailers
of food products will be aware of
the (seemingly endless) series of
regulations affecting the labelling of
products. That may well be, but

ignorance of the regulations is no
defense, as Woolworths learnt to it
great cost earlier this month.
When it was discovered that its
labels did not take into account
requirements

peanuts,

it

withdraw

no

relating

to

forced

to

than

12

was
fewer

raised,

(i)
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have
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the
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found,

Our New Home!
We’ve completed the move into our

delegated legislation and public

beautiful new offices in Rivonia, and

health & safety: the Department

look forward to welcoming you for a

Of Agriculture, Forestry & Fisheries

visit

has published two very important
Guidelines recently, relating to
Agricultural

Remedies.

One

relates to the Registration Process
and the other describes the data
requirements for these applications. These Guidelines do not
apply to Fertilizers, Farm Feeds or
Stock Remedies. Copies of those
Guidelines are available online, or
directly from our office.

T
The Lighter Side

may well have resulted in fines.
from

what

And while on the topic of

– and quickly. A failure to do so
Apart

on

[Darren Margo & Marius Smit]

New Agricultural
Remedy Regulations

Labelling Of Food
Products

the

things:

loss

incurred in the process, Woolies
was left red-faced, as the press
reported on this widely.
The message is clear: if you’re
in the business of putting goods on
shelves, there can be no excuse
for not keeping up to date on the
ever growing regulations.
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Proudly South
African
5 Fantastic South African
inventions
You may find yourself a little
surprised

and,

we

hope,

considerably patriotic, to find that
each of these is a famous South
African invention:
1.

Pratley’s Putty – named

eponymously for George Pratley,
this is one of a few South African
inventions to have made their
way to the moon.

2.

The

Computed

Axial

system that was developed in

Tomography Scan (“CAT Scan”) is

South Africa, the cricket speed

attributed to Allan Cormack &

gun has its origins here, too, thanks

Godfrey Hounsfield of Cape Town

to Mr Henri Johnson

3. The “Kreepy Krawly” The

5.

The

Dolosse

–

another

famous pool cleaner is the brain-

eponymous invention, attributed

child of Ferdinand Chauvier of

to Eric Dolosse. These structures

Springs. The Kreepy Krawly® trade

are instantly recognisable by their

mark is perhaps as famous as the

unusual shape and colossal size,

product that it graces. Notoriously,

placed

the invention was the subject of

coastlines

many

years’

litigation

in

the

Patent Court, extending even
after Chauvier’s death.
4. The Cricket Speed Gun It’s
not only the Duckworth Lewis
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New TLDS
Following on from the lead story in this newsletter – A reminder that strict time periods apply before they are made
available to the public-at-large – it’s always best to apply as soon as possible. A selection of the latest, most popular
domains is listed here:
TLD

General Availability

TLD

General Availability

.cafe

15 July '15

.mom

02 December '15

.casino

03 June '15

.movie

26 August '15

.chat

20 May '15

.news

15 July '15

.college

29 September '15

.ngo

06 May '15

.coupons

26 August '15

.one

20 May '15

.courses

23 September '15

.online

26 August '15

.date

01 July '15

.plus

08 July '15

.design

12 May '15

.rent

24 September '15

.download

04 August '15

.review

01 July '15

.earth

19 November '15

.sale

06 May '15

.express

15 July '15

.school

03 June '15

.fans

02 September '15

.show

29 July '15

.fashion

15 April '15

.site

15 July '15

.film

06 October '15

.ski

08 September '15

.fit

29 April '15

.soccer

26 August '15

.flowers

07 April '15

.studio

28 October '15

.football

03 June '15

.style

20 May '15

.fyi

02 September '15

.sucks

21 June '15

.game

07 October '15

.team

29 July '15

.gold

08 July '15

.tech

05 August '15

.jewelry

29 July '15

.tickets

14 September '15

.law

19 October '15

.tours

08 July '15

.live

28 October '15

.trading

09 November '15

.loan

04 August '15

.video

06 May '15

.lol

11 August '15

.vote

17 February '15

.love

17 July '15

.wedding

08 April '15

.markets

18 June '15

.win

04 August '15

.men

16 September '15
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Social Responsibility
Two charities, in particular, are very close to our heart. Please take a moment to explore their web sites, and perhaps
make a donation to these very worthy causes

For any advice or further information on any of these topics:

This newsletter is not intended to be a comprehensive statement of the law, nor does it constitute an opinion or guarantee of
any kind, and should not be construed as such. It should not be relied upon as a substitute for specific advice regarding
particular scenarios. Margo® Attorneys, Inc. cannot accept responsibility for the consequences of any person relying on the
contents of this document for any other purpose
© 2015 Margo Attorneys, Inc. – All Rights Reserved
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